Concepts are used to solve the term-mismatch problem. However, we need an effective similarity measure between concepts. Word embedding presents a promising solution. We present in this study three approaches to build concepts vectors based on words vectors. We use a vector-based measure to estimate inter-concepts similarity. Our experiments show promising results. Furthermore, words and concepts become comparable. This could be used to improve conceptual indexing process.
features make word embedding potentially useful for IR, where a word is a lowdimensional numerical vector rather than a sequence of characters and algebraic operations between vectors reflect semantic relatedness between words [10] .
Concept embedding takes word embedding to a higher level. It is the process of representing concepts by low-dimensional vectors of real numbers. Through concept embedding, one can keep the advantages of both conceptual indexing and word embedding, and at the same time avoid some of conceptual indexing disadvantages. More precisely, by using concepts vectors, on the one hand, we exploit concepts to reduce the term-mismatch effect, and on the other hand, we avoid complexities related to relation-based inter-concept similarity, and measure the similarity between two concepts by comparing their corresponding vectors.
In this study, we propose a way to generate concept embedding based on word embedding. Then, we use concepts vectors in classical IR models. It is worth mentioning that we do not aim in this study to compare different approaches of tackling term-mismatch. Hence, we do not report in results any comparison between our approach and approaches like: pseudo-relevance feedback or word based expansion. The main goal of this paper is to check the profitability of using concept embedding, and the adaptability of vector based concept similarity to IR.
Related Works
De Vine et al. [5] build medical concept embedding through replacing the textual content of documents by their corresponding medical concepts, and then training word2vec [10] on the new corpus, which is now a sequence of concepts. At the end of the process, they obtain a vector representation for each concept appeared in the corpus. Choi et al. [2] use a similar approach to obtain concepts vectors, except that they use temporal information from medical claims to adapt the definition of context window of word2vec to medical data. Both approaches build vectors for the concepts that only appear in the corpus and not for all concepts of the corresponding knowledge resources. Furthermore, if we build word embedding vectors of the same corpus, then concepts vectors and words vectors will not be comparable, because they are represented in different vector spaces.
Several studies proposed to use word embedding to represent more informative elements rather than a single word. Clinchant et al. [3] use Fisher kernel to aggregate words vectors of a document to build a document vector. Le et al. [9] extend word2vec to be able to compute paragraph-level embedding. Zamani et al. [13] optimize a query language model to estimate the embedding vector of a query, where averaging query's words vectors is a special case of their approach.
Concerning the inter-concepts similarity, many approaches have been used in literature [11] . They can be categorized [11] : 1path-based measures, which depend on the length and the nature of the path that links two concepts within a knowledge resource; 2information content measures, which use some corpusbased statistics to estimate the information content of a concept, and then measuring similarity; and 3vectors-based measures, which depend on the ability to represent concepts by vectors, where cos is the main measure in this category.
We present in this study three methods for concept embedding based on word embedding. The difference between these methods is the additional information that is used, beside word embedding vectors, to build concepts vectors.
Flat embedding (FEmb): In this method, we do not use any additional information rather than word embedding vectors. The main hypothesis here is that any concept can be mapped to a set of words. Hence, the embedding vector of a concept c is a function F of the vectors of its words. For example, in WordNet the two words "snake" and "serpent" belong to the "S01729333" synset, so
, where F is any function able to merge several vectors in only one vector, e.g. vectors addition, vectors average, etc.
Hierarchical embedding (HEmb): Beside word embedding vectors, we use in this method the internal structural information of each concept. This method is initially proposed to deal with UMLS medical concepts, but it is applicable to any resource exhibiting similar concept structure. In UMLS, each concept c consists of several terms, which represent the different forms of text that could be used to express the underlying meaning of c, and each term could appear in different lexical variations or strings, where a string can be mapped to either a word or a set of words. Therefore, we have a hierarchy related to each concept. Assume that a concept c consisting of two terms t 1 , t 2 , and each term t i consists of two strings s i
where we incorporate external statistical information. More precisely, instead of equally treating the words of each concept, we attach a weight indicating their relative importance, i.e. − → c = F (α 1 − → w 1 , . . . , α n − → w n ), where α i is the weight of w i . Evaluation strategy : Since our goal is to study the profitability of concept embedding for IR, we evaluate the retrieval performance improvement of an IR model that is able to incorporate inter-terms similarity. We use the model of [4] :
where sim(c, c * ) is the similarity between two concepts, and c * is the closest document concept to the query concept c according to the similarity measure sim. If the query concept c also belongs to d, then c * = c and sim(c, c * ) = 1. We use several definitions for sim, some of them are vector based and some are not. By this way we can see if concept embedding vectors are useful for IR.
Experimental Setup
Generating word embedding : We generate concept embedding vectors based on word embedding vectors. To obtain words vectors, we train word2vec on open access PubMed Central collection 4 , with the following configurations: vector size 500, continuous bag of words, window size 8, and negative sampling is set to 25.
Generating concept embedding : We apply our approach to UMLS2017AA medical concepts, and we only consider the concepts that have English content. Assume the following example for clarification. The concept C0004238 (denoted c) has two textual forms or terms: L0004238 (denoted t 1 ) and L0004327 (denoted t 2 ). Term t 1 appears in two lexical variations: singular S0016668="atrial fibrilliation" (denoted s 1 1 ), and plural S0016669="atrial fibrilliations" (denoted s 1 2 ). The same for term t 2 which corresponds to two strings s 2 1 and s 2 2 . By tokenizing, we transform each string s i j to a set of words W s i j (we remove duplication). In FEmb, the concept vector is: − → c = avg( − → w 1 , . . . , − → w l ), where − → w i is the word embedding vector of word w i , w i ∈ i,j W s i j , and avg returns the average of a set of vectors. For HEmb, the concept vector is: − → c = avg(avg(t 1 ), . . . , avg(t m )), where avg(t i ) = avg(avg(s i 1 ), . . . , avg(s i k )), avg(s i j ) = avg( − → w 1 , . . . , − → w l ), and w ∈ W s i j . Concerning WEmb, we follow the same approach as FEmb, except that we compute the weighted average wavg instead of average avg. More precisely,
where l is the number of words. The weight α w of a word w is its idf score in PubMed, namely α w = ln( N +1 n ), where N is the number of documents in PubMed and n is document frequency of w.
We generate fixed random vectors for missing words, which means, if a missing word w appears in several concepts, we use the same randomly generated vector. For the idf -weight of missing words, we tested several options: assuming that the word is too popular (n = N ), too rare (n = 1), or in between (n = N 2 ). The three approaches give similar performance; therefore, we only report the first option where n = N , which means, a poor idf score.
Test collections: To evaluate our proposal, we use ad-hoc image-based corpus of ImageCLEF (www.imageclef.org) of years 2011 (clef11 ) and 2012 (clef12 ), where documents are captions of medical images with short queries. clef11 has 230K documents and 30 queries. clef12 contains 300K documents and 21 queries (we removed query 14 because it is not mapped to any concept). Documents and queries are mapped to UMLS concepts using MetaMap (metamap.nlm.nih.gov).
IR model and concept similarity : There are three components to be described in the IR model of (1). The weight of concepts in documents and queries, and the similarity between concepts. To compute the weight of a concept in a document or a query, we apply two classical IR weighting schema: Pivoted Normalization or BM25 [1] . For both models, we use standard parameters values reported in [1] . To compute the similarity between concepts sim(c, c ′ ), we use two measures. The first one is compatible with the vector representation of concepts:
where θ is the angle between the two vectors − → c and − → c ′ , and β is a tuning parameter. We optimized the value of β on clef11 but it is applied to all collections. In our results, we only report the retrieval performance of β = 0.5. In addition, we only consider the similarity when cos(θ) > 0, i.e. we ignore the concepts that could have an opposite meaning. We use cos 2 (θ) instead of cos(θ), because it is more discriminant, especially for small angles θ ∈ [− π 4 , π 4 ]. For comparison, we use Leacock measure [11] , which depends on the length of the path of is-a relations between two concepts in UMLS. Table 1 shows results for clef11 and clef12. FEmb, HEmb, and WEmb refer to our approaches to build concepts vectors, where the similarity measure between concepts is (2) . NoEmb refer to deal with concepts rather than concepts vectors, where Leacock refer to the similarity between concepts, whereas, we do not incorporate similarity in NoSim. * and † refer to a statistically significant difference with NoEmb NoSim and NoEmb Leacock, respectively, according to Fisher Randomization test with (α < 0.05). Table 1 shows that exploiting relations between concepts and using a relationbased similarity measure introduce noise, where the MAP of NoEmb-Leacock is lower than the MAP of NoEmb-NoSim for both IR models and in both collections. P@10 is also lower in clef11 and slightly better in clef12.
Evaluation
WEmb gives the best MAP among our approaches, where we use external statistical knowledge beside word embedding vectors. The comparison of WEmb to NoEmb-NoSim shows that representing concepts by vectors and using vector based inter-concept similarity improve the results. In 3 out of 4 cases the improvement is statistically significant. Moreover, there is no degradation in P@10. If we compare WEmb with NoEmb-Leacock, we see that there is a small gain of MAP (for clef11 and bm25 the gain is statistically significant), and without corrupting P@10. Our approaches to represent concepts by vectors, and use vector-based similarity, improve MAP without corrupting P@10, i.e. the approaches are able to improve results without introducing noise. The only exception is HEmb, where building concepts vectors considers the same word several times if it appears in several strings of the same concept, which represents a possible source of noise.
Conclusion
We presented three approaches to build concept embedding vectors based on pre-trained word embedding vectors. We used concepts vectors along with a vector-based similarity to improve IR performance. The results are promising, where the overall performance is improved without losing the absolute precision.
